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1 Introduction

Future Internet design is one of the current priorities established by the UE. The FI-WARE FP7 project [1] and its FI-CORE follow-on is currently trying to address the issues raised by such design. At Italian level, the Future Internet design is addressed in the framework of the PON PLATINO project [2]. This paper is just based on the work performed by the authors in the framework of the PLATINO project.

In the authors’ vision [28], a key Future Internet target is to allow applications to transparently, efficiently and flexibly exploit the available resources, aiming at achieving a satisfaction level meeting the personalized Users' needs and expectations [3], [4], [5]. Such expectations could be expressed in terms of a properly defined Quality of Experience (QoE), which, in the most general case, could be regarded as a personalized function of a plenty of parameters of heterogeneous nature and spanning all layers of the protocol stack (e.g. such parameters can be related to Quality of Service (QoS), security, mobility, contents, services, device characteristics...). In this respect, a large amount of research is on-going in the field of the identification of the personalized user expected QoE level in a given context for a given application (e.g. see [6], [7] for voice and [8], [9] for video applications, respectively), as well as of the functions for QoE computation, including the monitorable feedback parameters which serve as independent variables for these functions; in particular, several works focus on studying the QoE relation with network QoS parameters [10].

In order to achieve the above-mentioned target in an efficient and flexible way, the Future Internet should overcome the following main limitations:

a) A first limitation is inherent to the traditional layering architecture which forces to keeping algorithms and procedures, lying at different layers, independent one another; in addition, even in the framework of a given layer, algorithms and procedures dealing with different tasks are often designed independently one another. These issues greatly simplify the overall design of the telecommunication networks and greatly reduce processing capabilities, since the overall of network control problem is decoupled in a certain number of much simpler sub-problems. Nevertheless, an obvious limitation of this approach derives from the fact that algorithms and procedures are poorly coordinated, impairing the efficiency of the overall network control. The issues above claim for a stronger coordination between algorithms and procedures dealing with different tasks.

b) A second limitation derives from the fact that, at present, most of the algorithms and procedures embedded in the telecommunication networks...
are open-loop, i.e. they are based on off-line "reasonable" estimation of network variables (e.g. offered traffic), rather than on real-time measurements of such variables. This limitation is becoming harder and harder, since the telecommunication network behaviours, due to the large variety of supported services and the rapid evolution of the service characteristics, are becoming more and more unpredictable. This claims for an evolution towards closed-loop algorithms and procedures which are able to properly exploit appropriate real-time network measurements. In this respect, the current technology developments which assure cheap and powerful sensing capabilities favour this kind of evolution.

c) A third limitation derives from the large variety of existing heterogeneous underlying networks which have been developed according to different heterogeneous technologies and hence embedding technology-dependent algorithms and procedures, as well as from the large variety of heterogeneous users. In this respect, the requirement of virtualising these networks and users so that they can be dealt with in an homogeneous way by the applications, claims for the design of a technology-independent, virtualized framework.

d) A fourth limitation derives from the inability to satisfy personalized QoE requirements. As a matter of fact, most of the current approaches are based on the presence of a limited number of Class of Services. Each Class of Service provides given performance guarantees (e.g. in terms of QoS): then, each connection is statically mapped on the most appropriate Class of Service. Nevertheless, the requirement of satisfying a larger and larger number of new applications, as well as to meet, even for the same application, personalized user expectations claims for the overcoming the Class of Service concept and for the handling of resource assignment in a more dynamic and personalized way.

This paper outlines how Future Internet can overcome these limitations.

In this respect, first of all (Section II) this paper highlights the general high level Future Internet architecture introduced in [4], [14], [15], [16], [28], [48] and formalized within the FI-WARE project [17], showing how QoE Management is embedded in such architecture and how it contributes to achieve some key Future Internet innovations. In particular, as further detailed in Section II, the proposed QoE Management contributes to achieve the following important Future Internet goals corresponding to the limitations listed above: (a) the overcoming of the traditional layering architecture and the full interoperation among heterogeneous networks, with the consequent inter-layer and inter-network algorithms and procedures optimization; (b) the achievement of fully cognitive solutions with all algorithms and procedures based on feedback parameters coming from the monitoring of the network performance and/or by direct/indirect user feedbacks and/or by specific application requirements; (d) the personalization of the requirements to be satisfied which depend on the given user who is using a given application in a given context.

Afterwards (Sections III, IV), this paper focuses on the QoE Controller which plays a fundamental role for overcoming the above-mentioned limitations and hence achieving a satisfaction level meeting the personalized Users' expectations, while efficiently and flexibly exploiting the network resources. As detailed in the following, the QoE Controller assesses the so-called Driving Parameters, namely the parameters that should drive the various Control functionalities (Network Control, Content/Service Delivery Control and Application Control) towards the minimization, for each in progress application, of the difference between the QoE expected by the user (namely, the so-called Target QoE) and the current QoE perceived by the user (namely, the so-called Perceived QoE).

It is worth remarking that this paper does not intend to provide solutions to the plenty of problems set by Future Internet design, but just to provide some hints both from an architectural perspective (Section II), and from the specific QoE point of view (Sections III and IV), thus providing some preliminary guidelines to the huge work which is expected in the next decade in this area.

2 High level future internet architecture

This section gives an overview of the proposed Future Internet concept which is sketched in Fig. 1.

A first basic concept highlighted in the figure is the decoupling between Specific (Technology Dependent) functionalities and Generic (Technology Independent) functionalities. The Specific functionalities are the ones included in the thick box in the right part of the figure, while the Generic functionalities are included in the thick box in the left part of the figure. The concept underlying the Generic functionalities is that, following a
possible ad hoc configuration, they can be reused in conjunction with any Specific functionality. In the Future Internet terminology, the Generic (Technology Independent) functionalities are referred to as Generic Enablers [1] just to underline their general-purpose nature. In this respect, in order to overcome the limitation (c), i.e. to favour a simple interoperability among heterogeneous Specific Networks, Future Internet aims at keeping, as far as possible, most functionalities independent of the specific technology.

2.1 Specific (Technology Dependent) functionalities

The Specific Networks shown in Fig. 1 represent the present and the near future Wireless/Wired Networks characterized by specific technologies, as well as their specific control and management procedures. A plenty of Specific Applications are running over those Networks offering a broader and broader range of specific services to a plethora of Specific Users characterized by specific profiles and accessing the network through specific devices. A set of Specific Sensing and Data Processing functionalities are in charge of the real-time monitoring of the Specific Networks/Applications/Users producing the so-called Monitored Information. In particular, these functionalities are in charge of monitoring:

- the Specific Networks by measuring and pre-processing Network-Specific Performance Levels expressed according to Network Specific Metrics related to QoS (e.g. parameters relevant to Delay, Loss, Throughput...), SPD (i.e., parameters relevant to Security, Privacy, Dependability) and Mobility (i.e. parameters relevant to roaming and handover). These performance levels can be exploited by Specific network control and management procedures (for the sake of clarity, not shown in the figure), as well as by the Generic control procedures (detailed in the following);
- the Applications by measuring and pre-processing their characterizing parameters (e.g. transaction frequency, transaction duration, transaction specific features...);
- the Users by measuring and pre-processing the parameters characterizing their environment (e.g. the user location, user device characteristics, etc.), as well as the User reactions while using each Application (e.g. through appreciation or blame clicks).

The Monitored Information produced by the Specific Sensing and Data Processing functionalities are exploited either by Specific network control and management procedures (not shown in Figure 1), or by the Generic control procedures detailed below.

Likewise, a set of Specific Data Processing and Actuation functionalities are in charge to put into effect on the Networks/Applications/Users the Control Decision taken either by the Specific network control and management procedures, or by the Generic control procedures detailed below; since these last are Technology Independent Control Decision, the Specific Data Processing and Actuation functional block is in Figure 1 partially included among the Generic functionalities.

Figure 1: Proposed Future Internet approach
2.2 Generic (Technology Independent) functionalities: the Inner Control Loop

The control based vision of the Future Internet concept is shown in Fig. 1 highlighting the two main closed control loops involving the Generic Enablers, namely an Inner Control Loop and an Outer Control Loop. It should be clear that such closed control loops allow to overcome the limitation (b) presented in the introduction.

In particular, the Inner Control Loop (for the Outer Control Loop see the next section) consists of (i) the Users/Networks/Applications which can be regarded as the control-loop plant, (ii) the Sensing and Data Processing functionalities which, together with the Context Engine functionalities can be regarded as the control-loop sensors producing the Present Context (this last can be regarded as the feedback variables), (iii) the Network/Content/Service/Application Control functionalities (hereinafter, for the sake of brevity, simply referred to as control functionalities) which can be regarded as the Inner Control Loop controllers, (iv) the Data Processing and Actuation functionalities which can be regarded as the control-loop actuators.

The Context Engine receives the Monitored Information, i.e. heterogeneous multi-layer, multi-network information (these last being Technology Dependent Information, this is why in Fig. 1 this functional block is partially included among the Specific functionalities). Then, the Context Engine is in charge of (i) the formal description of the heterogeneous Monitored Information in homogeneous metadata (e.g. according to proper semantic language), (ii) the further processing of these metadata and their proper aggregation to form a multi-layer, multi-network technology-independent Present Context. This last should somehow “summarize” in the most compact, but still meaningful way, the present network, user and application status, thus being a key valuable feedback input for all control functionalities. It is worth stressing that such Present Context should have an highly dynamic nature.

The Control functionalities consist of a set of modular, technology-independent, interoperating Generic Enablers which operate, on the basis of (i) the Present Context which includes the feedback parameters and (ii) the Driving Parameters, which, as explained in the next Section, include the reference parameters which the Control functionalities should track. On the basis of the above-mentioned inputs, the Control functionalities have to generate Control Decisions aiming at (i) controlling the Networks (and, in particular, the utilization of their resources), (ii) providing the most appropriate data/services/contents to the Users, (iii) allowing to properly drive and configure the Applications.

For instance, on the basis of Driving Parameters specifying the target Quality of Service and the target content mix which should satisfy a given user, the Control functionalities decide, taking into account the Present Context, how/where to retrieve the desired contents, how/where to aggregate/enrich them, which underlying network is the most appropriate for content delivery, which resources have to be reserved on the selected network in order to delivery the contents with the desired Quality of Service (QoS), etc.

Note that, thanks to the aggregated Present Context provided by the Context Engine, the Control functionalities have a technology-neutral, multi-layer, multi-network vision of the surrounding Users, Networks and Applications, whilst, thanks to the Driving Parameters provided by the QoE Controller, the Control functionalities have reference target values they should aim to reach. In particular, the cognitive nature of the metadata which form the Present Context, coupled with a proper design of the Generic Enablers implementing the Control functionalities (e.g. multi-objective advanced control and optimization algorithms could be adopted), can lead to cross-layer and cross-network optimization, thus overcoming the limitations (a), (b), (c); moreover, as explained in the next sections, a proper handling of the QoE Management and of the related Driving Parameters can lead to overcome the limitation (d).

This paper focuses on the Outer Control Loop controller, namely the QoE Controller, whilst the Control functionalities of the Inner Control Loop are outside the scope of this paper. Instances of such functionalities can be found in admission control [17], [25], [26], [41] routing [19], [34], [36], congestion control and scheduling [20], resource discovery [44] dynamic capacity assignment [21], [22], medium access control [23], load balancing [35], [42] security [43], [50-51] and energy ([37-40], [46]).

2.3 Generic (Technology Independent) functionalities: the Outer Control Loop

The Outer Control Loop, in addition to the functional blocks already described with respect to the Inner Control Loop, also includes (i) a so-called QoE Evaluator which can be regarded as a further sensor functionality, (ii) the so-called QoE Controller which can be regarded as the Outer control-loop controller.
The QoE Evaluator is in charge of the following tasks:

- storing the Present Context in a Knowledge Database together with the corresponding Control Decisions taken by the Control functionalities. The big data stored in such Knowledge Database should be analyzed, by means of appropriate machine learning techniques to infer a number of important information (e.g. the identification of the User Profiles);
- identifying (not in real-time) a set of $N$ different User Profiles, by analyzing (e.g. through machine learning techniques) the big data stored in the Knowledge Database: each User Profile clusters the users characterized by a similar behaviour (and interested to similar performance aspects) while using given applications;
- identifying (off-line) a set of $M$ personalized (according to the application typology and the user profile) QoE Evaluation Functions able to assess, in real-time, for each user using a given application typology the so-called Perceived QoE, namely its currently experienced QoE. The very critical identification of these functions can be performed according to the following approach (i) identifying a set of $P$ QoE Evaluation Function Structures, typically associated to the various application typologies, which can be deduced according to both empirical results and theoretical results taken from literature (e.g., [47] in case of streaming VOIP); each of these Function Structures should be function of both a suitable subset of the Present Context parameters, and of a proper set of User Profile Parameters, (ii) identifying (not in real-time), for each of the $N$ User Profiles, the associated set of User Profile Parameters (this can be done, through proper machine learning algorithms, analyzing the relevant records of the Knowledge Database). By so-doing, we obtain $M=PN$ QoE Evaluation Functions which are dynamic functions of the Present Context, this last being a dynamic information which can be personalized even at a single user level;
- computing (off-line) $M$ Target QoE, namely the target QoE performance levels associated to the $M$ QoE Evaluation Functions. The Target QoE should be identified by using proper machine learning algorithms able to analyze the data stored in the Knowledge Database. These targets, as well as the User Profile Parameters can be continuously updated (not in real-time) in order to exploit the always increasing and updated information stored in the Knowledge Database.

In light of the above, the output of the QoE Evaluator (i.e. the input of the QoE Controller) is, for each user running a given application, its current Perceived QoE and the associated Target QoE.

The QoE Controller (namely the controller of the Outer Control Loop) has to deduce, in real-time, the Driving Parameters which the Control functionalities (namely the controllers of the Inner Control Loop) has to track. The goal of the QoE Controller is the satisfaction of the personalized user QoE requirements, namely the minimization, for each in progress application of its QoE Error, defined as the difference between the Target QoE and the Perceived QoE of the user running the application in question.

To reach the above-mentioned goal, the QoE Controller should know – or, at least, estimate – the correlation between its decisions (the selected driving parameter) and the Perceived QoE in a given Present Context. In this respect, no model of the Inner Control Loop can be assumed, since it depends on too many unpredictable factors (e.g. traffic characteristics, network topologies, control functionalities, and so on). The decision strategy must therefore be learned on-line by trial and errors. In this respect, in the next section Reinforcement Learning (RL) is proposed as the key technology to enable an organized on-line exploration of the possible decision strategies, named policies, and the exploitation of the best policy to be enforced.

The QoE Controller can be implemented by means of Agents (referred to as QoE Agents) to be carefully embedded in properly selected network nodes (e.g., Base Stations and Mobile Terminals in a wireless environment).

### 3 Approaches for qoe controller design

In this paper we present two alternative algorithms to implement the QoE Controller. The first one, referred to as single-agent learning, proposes that the decisions (i.e., the value of the Driving Parameters) are taken by each Agent on the basis of its local knowledge of the Present Context and of the so-called Status Signal, which represents in a concise way the overall Network status, broadcast by a single centralized entity, named Supervisor Agent. In the second algorithm, referred to as multi-agent learning, the Agents communicate their QoE Error to the Supervisor Agent, which computes and
broadcasts the decisions; the relevant problem can be modelled as a Multiagent System [32].

In both algorithms the learning approach consists in a model-free adaptive feedback approach: the effect of the decisions are observed as a variation of the QoE Error, and the decisions are taken based on past-observations. Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a promising approach to solve both single and multiple agents problem, even though other advanced approaches are possible [27]. Both approaches entail the presence of a centralized entity, which sends control signalling to the Agents. This approach is well-matched to the current trends in managing communication network, as with the Software Defined Network [24].

Concerning the Driving Parameters, their nature depends on the considered application typology and user profile. For instance, the Driving Parameters can include, among others, Quality of Service (QoS) reference values (e.g., these QoS reference values could concern the tolerated transfer delay range, the minimum throughput to be guaranteed, the tolerated packet loss range, the tolerated dropping frequency range, etc.), Security reference values (e.g., the expected encryption level, the expected security level of the routing path computed by introducing appropriate metrics, etc.), or Application-specific reference values (e.g. the expected video resolution, the expected audio encoding, etc.), or Load Balancing reference values (the expected distribution of the offered traffic among the heterogeneous wireless access networks simultaneously covering a given user).

In the following of this paper, we refer to the case in which the Driving Parameters are QoS reference values: in this case the QoE Controller has to dynamically decide, for each running application, the most appropriate QoS reference values which, thanks to the Control functionalities performed in the Inner Control Loop, should drive the Perceived QoE as close as possible to the Target QoE. Since the control action has a large number of degree of freedom, the solution space exploration may take a large amount of time: so, the QoE Controller task may be complex. A simpler control task arises if QoS management of the underlying network is organized in Classes of Service (CoS). In this case, the role of the QoE Controller is to dynamically select, in real-time, the most appropriate CoS for the on-going applications (i.e. the Driving Parameters are the CoSs associated to the running applications) aiming at reducing the QoE Error.

3.1 Single Agent Reinforcement Learning

The problem is described by a Markov Decision Process, a tuple \( \{X,A,pr,r\} \), where \( r \) is the finite state space, \( A \) is the finite set of agent actions, \( pr \) is the transition probability function, \( r \) is the one-step reward function. The state \( x \in X \), that describes the environment, can be altered by the agent action \( a \in A \). The environment changes state according to the state transition probabilities given by \( pr(x,a,x') \). The reward evaluates the immediate effect of action \( a \). The behaviour of the agent is described by its policy \( \pi \), which specifies how the agent chooses its actions given the state, it may be either stochastic, \( \pi: X \times A \rightarrow [0,1] \), or deterministic, \( \pi: X \times A \).

We consider a common reinforcement learning technique, known as Q-Learning [29], [30], that works by learning the action-value function. The action-value function \( Q^\pi(x,a) \) is the expected return starting from \( x \), taking action \( a \), and thereafter following policy \( \pi \); it satisfies the Bellman equation:

\[
Q^\pi(x,a) = \sum_{x', \in X} pr(x,a,x') \left[ r(x,a,x') + \gamma \max_{a' \in A} Q^\pi(x',a') \right]
\]

where the discount factor \( \gamma \in (0,1) \) weights immediate rewards versus delayed rewards. Let \( Q^*(x,a) \) be the optimal action-value function, defined as:

\[
Q^*(x,a) = \max_{\pi} Q^\pi(x',a'), \forall x \in X, a \in A(x)
\]

Then, the agent, computing \( Q^*(x,a) \), can maximize its long-term performance, while only receiving feedback about its immediate, one-step performance. The greedy policy is deterministic and picks for every state the action with the highest Q-value:

\[
\pi(x) = \arg \max_{a \in A(x)} Q(x,a')
\]

The Q-learning approach derives the policy on-line by estimating the (action, state)-values with the following update rules:

\[
Q(x,a) \leftarrow (1 - \alpha(x))Q(x,a) + \alpha(x) \left[ r(x,a,x') + \gamma \max_{a' \in A} Q(x',a') \right]
\]

where the learning rate \( \alpha(x) \in [0,1] \) determines the convergence speed and accuracy.

3.2 Multiagent Reinforcement Learning
As in [49], the generalization of the Markov Decision Process to the multiagent case is a stochastic game (SG) described by a tuple \((X, A_1, ..., A_N, p_r, r_1, ..., r_N)\) where \(N\) is the number of agents, \(X\) is the discrete set of environment states, \(A_n\) is the discrete sets of actions available to the agent \(n\), \(n = 1, ..., N\), yielding the joint action set \(A = A_1 × ... × A_N\), \(p_r: X × A × X → [0,1]\) is the state transition probability function, and \(r_n: X × A × X → \mathbb{R}\) is the reward functions of the agent \(n\), \(n = 1, ..., N\). The state transitions and the reward depend on the joint action of all the agents, \(a = [a_1^T, ..., a_N^T], a ∈ A_1 A_n ∈ A_n, n = 1, ..., N\). The policies \(\pi_n: X × A_n → [0,1]\) form together the joint policy \(\pi\). Clearly, the Q-function of each agent \(n\) \((Q_n^\pi)\), depends on the joint action and is conditioned on the joint policy:

\[
Q_n(x, a_1, ..., a_N) = \sum_{x' ∈ X} p_r(x', a_1, ..., a_N, x') [r_n(x, a_1, ..., a_N, x’) + γ Q_n(x’, \pi_1, ..., \pi_N)], n = 1, ..., N
\]

(5)

where \(Q_n(x’, \pi_1, ..., \pi_N)\) is a weighted sum of \(Q_n(x, a_1, ..., a_N)\).

Considering the single agents Q-learning approach (4), it is possible to define an analogue approach for Multiagent RL as follow:

\[
Q_n(x, a) ← (1 − \alpha(x))Q_n(x, a) + \alpha(x) [r_n(x, a) + γ \text{eval}_n (\pi(x')Q_n(x', \pi_n(x')))], n = 1, ..., N
\]

(6)

\[
\pi(x) = \text{solve}_\pi(Q_1(x, a), ..., Q_N(x, a))
\]

(7)

where \(\text{solve}_\pi\) is a selection mechanism mapping from one stage games into joint distributions and \(\text{eval}_n\) gives the expected return of agent \(n\) given this joint distribution.

Littman in [31] presents a convergent algorithm, denoted friend-or-foe Q-learning (FFQ), that, in fully cooperative SG (e.g. \(r_1 = ... = r_N\)) or fully competitive SG (i.e. \(r_1 = −r_2\)), converges to the value Nash-Q [32]. Furthermore, in fully cooperative SG, if a centralized controller were available, the task would reduce to a Markov decision process (the action space would be the joint action space of the SG) and the goal could be achieved by learning the optimal joint-action values with simple Q-learning:

\[
Q(x, a) ← (1 − \alpha(x))Q(x, a) + \alpha(x) [r(x, a, x') + γ \max_{a' \in A} Q(x', a')]
\]

(8)

### 3.3 Problem statement

A generic network with the following features is considered:

1) available link capacity, denoted with \(B_{\text{link}}\);
2) \(M\) Application types, each one characterized by an average transmission bit rate \(b_m\), \(m = 1, ..., M\);
3) \(N\) end-nodes/agents, each one supporting one particular application and characterized by personalized Target QoE level denoted \(TQoE_n\), \(n = 1, ..., N\).

It is assumed that the network supports classes of service. At each time step \(t\), each agent \(n\) selects the most appropriate service class to be associated with the application supported by the node in question. We define \(a_n(t), n = 1, ..., N\), the control action of node \(n\) at time step \(t\). Let \(a(t)\) be the vector of control action of all nodes, i.e.:

\[
a(t) = (a_1(t), ..., a_N(t)), \text{ where } a_n(t) ∈ \{1, ..., C\}
\]

(9)

The control objective is to minimize the error between the measured Perceived QoE, denoted \(PQoE_n\), and the QoE target, for each node \(n\).

### 4 QoE controller algorithms

Two multi agent RL approaches are proposed to solve the problem defined in the previous section. In both approaches, a soft method can be considered in order to address the exploration problem. In particular, \(\varepsilon\)-greedy policy is a soft method that consists in the selection of a random action with a small probability; in details, it selects: i) with probability \(1 − \varepsilon\), the greedy action (7), and ii) with probability \(\varepsilon\), a random action \(a ∈ A\), where the parameter \(\varepsilon ∈ [0,1]\) weights the exploration of the state-space versus the exploitation of the current estimates of the (action, state)-values.

#### 4.1 Single Agent Reinforcement Learning Approach

In the single-learning algorithm, at each decision period each Agent tries to minimize its QoE error by deciding its CoS for the next time interval, based on the local feedback on the available transmission rate, and on the Status Signal, which communicates the number of Agents which currently opted for each CoS. The decision is based on the estimate of the expected QoE error which may be achieved by switching to a given CoS. In this approach the single agent Q-learning is directly applied to the multi agent case, thus the joint actions are not consider. In
order to model all information to solve the problem, we define the following Markov decision processes \([X, A, pr, r_n]\), for each agent \(n\):

1) The space state \(X\) describes the environment; considering that, the state represents the vector of active nodes enjoying the service \(m, m = 1, \ldots, M\), using the class of service \(c, c = 1, \ldots, C\), at time \(t\):

\[
x(t) = (n_1(t), \ldots, n_c(t), \ldots, n_M(t), \ldots, n_mC(t)),
\]

where \(n_m = 0, 1, \ldots; c = 1, \ldots, C; m = 1, \ldots, M\). Thus the finite state space is defined as \(X = \{x = (n_m), c = 1, \ldots, C; m = 1, \ldots, M\}\).

2) The action set represents, for each agent, the class selected for the transmission: \(A_n = A = \{1, \ldots, C\}, n = 1, \ldots, N\).

3) \(pr\) is the transition probability function;

4) For each agent \(n\) the cost \(r_n(x, a, x')\) is defined by the error between the Perceived QoE \(PQoE_n(x, a, x')\), and the Target QoE of agent \(n\), \(TQoE_n\): \(r_n(x, a, x') = |PQoE_n(x, a, x') - TQoE_n|\), \(n = 1, \ldots, N\).

In this case each agent solves an independent Q-learning algorithm, thus from (4):

\[
Q_n(x, a) \leftarrow (1 - \alpha(x))Q_n(x, a) + \\
\alpha(x) \left[ r_n(x, a, x') + \gamma \max_{a' \in A} Q_n(x', a') \right]
\]  

(10)

### 4.2 Multiagent Reinforcement Learning: Friend Q-Learning

In the multi-learning algorithm, the Supervisor Agent tries to minimize the average square QoE Error of the Agents by deciding their CoS for the next time interval. The decision is based on the estimate of the expected average square QoE error which is achieved by switching to a given CoS; the estimates are updated based on the QoE error measures sent by the Agents.

In this approach a static game is considered, it means a SG with \(X = \emptyset\), in which the reward depends only on the joint actions. In particular we consider the following static game \(\{A_1, \ldots, A_N, r_1, \ldots, r_N\}\) where \(N\) is the number of agents, \(A_1 = \cdots = A_N = \{1, \ldots, C\}\) are the discrete sets of actions available to the agents, yielding the joint action set \(A = A_1 \times \cdots \times A_N = \{a = \{a_1^T, \ldots, a_N^T\}, a \in A, a_n \in A_n, a_1 = 1, \ldots, N\} = \{1, \ldots, C\}^N\) and \(r_n, A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, n = 1, \ldots, N\) are the cost functions of the agents. For each agent \(n\) the cost \(r_n(a)\) is defined by the error between the Perceived QoE \(PQoE_n(a)\), that the agent \(n\) achieves when the joint action \(a\) is taken, and the Target QoE of agent \(n\), \(TQoE_n\):

\[
r_n(a) = |PQoE_n(a) - TQoE_n|, n = 1, \ldots, N
\]

(11)

Thus, the MARL approach could be described by the following equation derived by eq. (6) and eq. (7):

\[
Q_n(a) \leftarrow (1 - \alpha)Q_n(a) + \alpha[r_n(a) + \gamma \text{eval}_n(\pi Q(\pi_n))]
\]

(12)

\[
\pi = \text{solve}_\pi(Q_1(a), \ldots, Q_N(a))
\]

(13)

where solve\(_\pi\) returns a particular type of equilibrium and eval\(_n\) gives the expected return of agent \(n\) given this equilibrium.

Friend Q-learning approach converges if the SG has at least one coordination equilibrium. The coordination equilibrium is a particular Nash equilibrium, in which all players achieve their highest possible value:

\[
r_n(\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_N) = \max_{a_1 \in A_1, \ldots, a_N \in A_N} r_n(a_1, \ldots, a_N), n = 1, \ldots, N
\]

(14)

If the SG is fully cooperative (e.g. \(r_1 = \cdots = r_N\)) then there is at least one coordination equilibrium. Thus, in order to guarantee the convergence to coordination equilibrium, it is necessary to modify the SG definition provided in the previous section such that \(r_1 = \cdots = r_N\). One possible way to modify the static game \(\{A_1, \ldots, A_N, r_1', \ldots, r_N'\}\) to consider a new cost function:

\[
r_1' = \cdots = r_N' = f(r_1, \ldots, r_N).
\]

(15)

where \(r_n\) is defined in eq. (11) and an example of function \(f\) could be the Euclidean norm \((f = ||\cdot||_2)\).

Considering the static fully cooperative game \(\{A_1, \ldots, A_N, r_1', \ldots, r_N'\}\), the Friend Q-learning update rule is:

\[
Q_n(a) \leftarrow (1 - \alpha)Q_n(a) + \alpha[r_n'(a) + \gamma \max_{a' \in A} Q_n(a')]
\]

(16)

Note that \(Q_1 = \cdots = Q_N\), thus considering a centralized entity, the original SG problem can be reduced to a Markov decision process:

\[
Q(a) \leftarrow (1 - \alpha)Q(a) + \alpha[r'(a) + \gamma \max_{a' \in A} Q(a')]
\]

(17)
5 Conclusion

The paper presents promising architectural approaches for designing a Future Internet framework which allows to overcome the limitations (a-d) listed in the introduction. In particular, the paper defines a modular, cognitive, access-agnostic architecture which decouples the QoE Management problem from the other Control functionalities. Such a decoupling is realized through two nested closed control loops: namely an Inner Control Loop including the Control functionalities and an Outer Control Loop which should drive the Inner Control Loop with the aim to satisfy personalized QoE requirements (i.e. one of the most challenging goal of the Future Internet).

In turn, the QoE Management functionalities are decoupled in QoE Evaluation and QoE Controller which can be designed independently of one another. The strength of the proposed approach derives from its flexibility and from its self-adaptation ability. The QoE Evaluator does not know the Target QoE and the Perceived QoE a priori, but learn them while operating. Likewise, the QoE Control learns the most effective Driving Parameters to minimize the QoE Error between the Target and the Perceived QoE. As concerns scalability of the proposed approach, both QoE Evaluation and QoE Control are organized in such a way that all heavy (from a computing point of view) learning tasks are performed either off-line, or not in real-time.

In particular, the paper has focused on the QoE Controller outlining two alternative algorithms based on Reinforcement Learning concepts which have the key advantages of being model-free and of requiring a limited signalling overhead and computing power. Preliminary results (not shown for space reasons) show that the proposed solutions, based on a closed-loop, dynamic, real-time computation of the Class of Service (CoS) to be associated to each running application, seem to achieve a remarkable reduction of the QoE Error with respect to the "standard" open-loop, static policy in which the CoS are associated to the applications for their whole lifetime.

Note that the proposed dynamic approach differs from traffic classification approaches found in the literature (e.g., [12] and references in [13]), based on host-level communication behaviour-based approaches, or on statistical approaches relying on data mining methodologies, since they statically determine the CoS of the application.

Of course, the proposed approaches need an huge work to be actually designed and implemented, which is expected to be performed in the next decade.

In this respect, this paper does not propose any ready to use solution for the very complex problems related to Future Internet and, in particular, to QoE Management, but just some hints which could help in driving advanced research and future work in the Future Internet areas.

In particular, the paper has highlighted that a large amount of research work is expected especially in the field of control based and machine learning algorithms in order to design and to tune to the particular environments the QoE Evaluator and the QoE Controller algorithms (Outer Control Loop), as well as the Control functionalities and Context Engine algorithms (Inner Control Loop).

In addition, huge engineering work is also required in order to tailor the Future Internet architecture to the each considered environment; this includes, for instance, the identification of the most appropriate Present Context and Driving Parameters, of the QoE Evaluation Function Structures, of techniques for collecting user feedbacks, of the mappings among the Future Internet functional entities and the network entities, etc.
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